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another 
birthday

thanks to TBL	


you can contribute	

http://

digitalhumanities.berkeley.edu/

fsm-archive-hackathon
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http://digitalhumanities.berkeley.edu/fsm-archive-hackathon
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another birthday

answering the  
challenge  
of new media
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past & present
new media 

new challenges
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{	

historical issues?

“The most enduring legacy of Morse’s demonstration 
project lay in its role in legitimating the 
transformation of patent rights into tradable assets.”!

—Richard John
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skin in the game?
who has ...

what's on your machines?

and why?

patents?

trademarks?

copyrights?
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yet another  
birthday

danger  
to  
whom?
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eyes of the newt?
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a hot duo?
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American girl?
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skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about? 

developing iproperty
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fair use?
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fair game?
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and another birthday
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coming up: 
Computer

lest we forget — initiated 1992, settled 1994
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so what are  
we talking about?

what is property?	

 "a curious spectacle ... multitudes of 

advocates and all the judges in and out of 

office talking about property in general, not 

one of them knowing what it was, nor how it 

was created; it was an assembly of blind men 

disputing about colours."!

--Jeremy Bentham, Manual of Political Economy, 1794	


 !

in what way is information property?

Jeremy Bentham  
1748-1832

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we 
talking about?	


developing iproperty 
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properties of property
what is property? 
rules governing access to material goods	


what kinds of property ownership? 
common 
collective  
private	


properties needed for private property? 
rivalrous 
excludable	


limitations on property rights 
how extensive  
how many: one right--or a bundle?

���23

"No one shall be 

... deprived of 

life, liberty, 

or property, 

without due 

process of law; 

nor shall 

private property 

be taken for 

public use, 

without just 

compensation"!
!
!
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how acquired?
occupatio, for property res nullius	


--Codex Justinianus, 534	


!

Blackstone's rules for property acquisition	

descent, purchase, escheat, occupancy 
prescription, forfeiture, alienation	


!

which one for iproperty?

���24

Emperor Justinian  
483-565

William Blackstone  
1723-1780
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uncommon?
Locke's view"
"Though the Earth...be common to all Men, yet every Man has a 

Property in his own Person. This no Body has any Right to but 

himself. The Labour of his Body, and the Work of his Hands, we may 

say, are properly his. Whatsoever then he removes out of the State 

that Nature hath provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his Labour 

with, and joyned to it something that is his own, and thereby makes 

it his Property. It being by him removed from the common state 

Nature placed it in, it hath by this labour something annexed to 

it, that excludes the common right of other Men."!

--John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, 1689

���25

John Locke  
1632-1704
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paternal view
"A Book is the Author's Property, 'tis the 

Child of his Inventions, the Brat of his 

Brains; 'tis as much his own , as his Wife 

and Children ... [but] these Children of our 

Heads are seiz'd, captivated, spirited away, 

and carry'd into Captivity."!

--Daniel Defoe, Review, 1710

���26

Daniel Defoe  
1660?-1731
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Daniel Defoe  
1660?-1731

"blame Lysias, who is the father of the brat,

and let us have no more of his progeny ..."
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single parent?

"True Wit is Nature to advantage dress'd  

What oft was thought, but ne'er so well express'd"!

-- Alexander Pope,  
"Essay on Criticism," 1708	


���27

Alexander Pope  
1688-1744
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like fields?

"What form of wealth could belong to a man if not 

a work of the mind... if not his own thoughts .. 

What comparison could there be between .. the 

very substance of a man, his soul, and a field, a 

tree, a vine ... that an individual has only 

appropriated through cultivating it?"               !

--Denis Diderot,  
Lettre Historique et Politique sure le Commerce de la Librarie, 1763

���28

Denis Diderot  
1713-1784
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fruits and labor
“Upon what principle, let me ask, can my fellow-citizens declare 

that the productions of the farmer & the artisan shall be protected 

by common law, or the principles of natural or social right, without 

a special statute, & without paying a premium for the enjoyment of 

their property; while they declare that I have only a temporary 

right to the fruits of my labor & this cannot be enjoyed without a 

premium? Are such principles as these consistent with the 

established doctrines of property & of moral right & wrong among an 

enlightened people? Are such principles consistent with the high & 

honorable notions of justice & equal privileges, which our citizens 

claim to entertain & to cherish, as characteristic of modern 

improvements in civil society.”    —Noah Webster to Daniel Webster, 1826

���29

Noah Webster	

1758-1841

American Dictionary	

1827
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metaphysics  vs   
consent

"There seems ... to be in authors a stronger right of 

property than by occupancy; a metaphysical right, a right, as 

it were of creation, which should from its nature be 

perpetual; but the consent of nations is against it, and 

indeed reason and the interests of learning are against it; 

for were it to be perpetual, no book, however useful, could 

be universally diffused amongst mankind, should the 

proprietor take it into his head to restrain circulation."!

--Samuel Johnson, 1773

���30
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theological problems
Confuscianism	

"I transmit rather than create." --Confucius	


Islam	

Shari'a law against  

"imposture" and "fraud" but not theft!

Christianity	

"Scientia Donum Dei Est!

Unde Vendi non Potest”   
                       --Canon Law  

���31

Carla Hesse,  'The Rise of Intellectual Property, 700 B.C.- A.D. 

2000: An Idea in the Balance' Daedalus  131(2)(2002): 26-45.  

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we 
talking about?	


developing iproperty 
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i-property, i-problems

properties of information	


rivalrous?	


excludable?

���32

"... no one 

possesses the 

less because 

everyone 

possesses the 

whole of it. He 

who receives an 

idea from me 

receives [it] 

without 

lessening [me], 

as he who lights 

his [candle] at 

mine receives 

light without 

darkening me."!
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Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their 
respective Writings and Discoveries
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alternatives we know of?

���33
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patents

regulation	

825: Chinese regulation of almanacs - authenticity	


privileges!
1236: Bonafasus' dyeing	


1332: Bartholomeo Verde's windmill	


patents	

1421: Brunelleschi's boat	


1441: Eton stained-glass 
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patent & print
1504: William Facques, "King's printer" 
patronage	


1504: Guillaume Cop, Paris University	

signed almanac	


1511: Durer's patent 
authenticating?

���36

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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controlling content
Stationers' Company	

"Know ye that we, considering and 

manifestly perceiving that certain 

seditious and heretical books rhymes and 

treatises are daily published and printed 

by divers scandalous malicious 

schismatical and heretical persons ... 

wishing to provide a suitable remedy ..."!

— Stationers’ Charter, 1557

���37

Mary 1  
1516-1558
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parsing patents

"All Monopolies and all Commissions, Grants, Licences, 

Charters and Letters Patent heretofore made or granted or 

hereafter to be made or granted to any Person or Persons, 

Bodies Politick or Corporate whatsoever, of, or for the sole 

Buying, Selling, Making, Working or Using any Thing within 

this Realm... or of any other Monopolies, or of Power, 

Liberty or Faculty... are altogether contrary to the Laws of 

this Realm, and so are and shall be utterly void and of none 

effect."!

--Statute of Monopolies, England, 1624

���38

Charles I  
1566-1625
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exceptions 
"Any Declaration before mentioned, shall 

not extend to any Letters Patents and 

Grants of Privilege for the Term of one 

and Twenty Years, or under, heretofore 

made of the sole Working or Making of  

any Manner of new Manufacture within this 

Realm, to the first true Inventor or 

Inventors of such Manufactures.!

--Statute of Monopolies, England, 1624

���39

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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further exceptions
"Provided also that all lettres Patentes and grauntes heretofore 
made and hereafter to be made of the priviledg of the sole 
printing of the Bible or booke of Common prayer or of the psalmes 
psalter or anie other Bookes lawfully aucthorized and allowed, or 
to be soe aucthorized or allowed to be used in and for the 
publique divine service and worshipp of God or of anie bookes of 
the Common lawes or Statutes of this Realme or of anie 
proclamacion sett fourth or to be sett fourth by his Majestie his 
heires or successors or of Jumus and Tremellius Bibles or of 
Lillies Grammar or of Prymers or Almanackes shal be alsoe of such 
force as they were or should bee if this Act had never bene had or 
made and of  none other, Provided alsoe that this act shall not 
extend to the Restraint or makinge voyde of one Patent of 

Priviledge for the sole printinge and selling of a Booke  called 
the Theatre of Empire ..."! ���40
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going open
civil war  ends printing privileges	

"the old patentees and monopolizers.  ... We must not think 

to make a staple commodity of all the knowledge in the Land, 

to mark and licence it like our broad cloath, and our wool 

packs.  And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose 

to play on the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do 

injuriously by licensing and prohibiting misdoubt her 

strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Truth 

put to the worse in a free and open encounter?"  !

--John Milton, Areopagitica, 1644	


���41

John Milton  
1608-1674
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going "open"
1662: Licensing Act	


1694/5: collapse of licensing acts	


-- growing readership: the reading nation	


-- politics and the public sphere	


-- the end of patronage	


--competing monopolies:  booksellers v printers	


"What a revolution they were making, what 

a power they were calling into existence."  !

-- Macaulay	


1710: Statute of Anne ���42
Nullius in Verba

Roger L'Estrange!
1616-1704!
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 author's due

not printers, nor booksellers	

Whereas printers, booksellers and other persons 

have of late frequently taken the liberty of 

printing reprinting and publishing or causing to 

be printed reprinted and published Books and other 

writings without the consent  of the authors or 

proprietors ... to their very great detriment. ...  

For preventing therefore such practices for the 

future and for the encouragement of learned men to 

compose and write useful books ... That from and 

after the tenth day of April 1710...

���43
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whereas ...
1710: statute of Anne	

"any books or books already printed ....!

"any book ... not printed ...!

"nothing ... unless the title ... be  ... !

"if any Bookseller ... sell or expose to 

sell any book ...!

"provided that nine copies ..."!

"nothing .. to Prohibit the Importation ..."

���44

"The clause in 

the law is a 

patent to the 

author and 

settles the 

propriety of the 

work wholly in 

himself, or in 

such to whom he 

shall assign 

it."!

--Defoe,  
Essay on the Regulation   

of the Press	
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not a done deal until ...
1774 Donaldson v Becket	

booksellers defeated	

!
!
"learning would be locked up in the hands 

of the Tonsons* and the Lintots of the age, 

till the public become as much their 

slaves, as their own hackney compilers are"!

--Lord Camden	


!

*the Tonson family held Milton's patents

���45

Elegant Extracts!

V. Knox, ed.

"A new law to give learned men property they had 

not had before." --Attorney General Thurlow!

!

new opportunities
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metaphysics  vs   
consent

"There seems ... to be in authors a stronger right of 

property than by occupancy; a metaphysical right, a right, as 

it were of creation, which should from its nature be 

perpetual; but the consent of nations is against it, and 

indeed reason and the interests of learning are against it; 

for were it to be perpetual, no book, however useful, could 

be universally diffused amongst mankind, should the 

proprietor take it into his head to restrain circulation."!

--Samuel Johnson, 1773

���46

strategic response
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over here
1638:     first press in the US (patronized by MA government)	


1662:     licensing required	


1664:     monopoly grant to press	


1671:  "I thank God, there are no free schools nor printing, and I 
hope we shall not have these hundred years; for learning 
has brought disobedience"   --Governor Berkeley, VA.	


1672:     Usher's legal privilege (MA)!

1680s:   English restrictions on presses	


1775:     50 printing houses in the colonies
���47

Sir William Berkeley  
1605-1677
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constitutional matter
SECTION 8. The Congress shall have Power  !
...!
   !
To promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times 
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right 
to their respective Writings and!
Discoveries;!

���48
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national reaction
petitions 
David Ramsay:	

-The History of the American Revolution	


-The History of the Revolution of South Carolina from a British 
Province to an Independent State	

!!
John Churchman!
"several different methods by which the 

principles of magnetic variation are so 

explained, that a latitude of a place being 

given, its longitude may be easily 

determined"

���49

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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from petitions to statutes

���50
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changes	
 	

"map, chart, book ...!

"citizens thereof ...!

"copyright ...!

"recording in the clerk's office ...!

"shall print  ... or import ...!

"unless he shall first deposit ... 

���51

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty

internationalization
UK	


1838 International Copyright Act	


1842 Copyright Act	


1844 International Copyright Act	


1851 Anglo-French Treaty

���52
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skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty

going global

���53
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meanwhile ...
at the patent office	


US patent law, 1790, revised, 1836	


UK  Patent Law Amendment Act, 1852, 	


        Patent reform, 1883	


France 1791, 1800, 1844	


!

patent resistance & patent boom

���54

Crystal Palace  
1852
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owning work
1800-1900	

 
from the skill of the craftsman	


the rights of "free labor"	


(and the risk of enticement)	


to trade secrets 
"obligation to preserve such  
secrets must be implied" 	


non-compete clauses & work for hire 	


!

entrepreneurship vs corporate labs?
���55
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the third leg
1870: revision of patent office  
registration of trademarks and  
the "second industrial revolution" 	


1879: the "trade-mark cases"	


is it intellectual?  
is it an invention?	


is it progressive?	


-- USSC: NO	


1881-1906: foreign treaty and indian tribes	


1906: commerce clause
���56

"The Congress 

shall have 

power ...!

"To promote the 

Progress of 

Science and 

useful Arts, by 

securing for 

limited Times to 

Authors and 

Inventors the 

exclusive Right 

to their 

respective 

Writings and 

Discoveries"
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neglected firstborn of  
Anglo-American registration	


CA, 1863	


OR, 1864	


NV, 1864-5	


KA, 1864	


MO, 1865	


US, 1870	

UK, 1875

���57

happy 150th 
anniversary:	


prior art

skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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skin in the game	


rights and wrongs	


what are we talking 
about?	


developing 
iproperty
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trademark temptations

���60

Mark Twain  
1835-1910

Rudyard Kipling  
1865-1936

"nature's copy's not eterne ..."	
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skin in the game 

rights and wrongs 

what are we talking 
about? 

developing iproperty

comparative advantage?
intellectual property	


1710: Statute of Anne separates copyrights from patents	


1879: USSC throws out federal trademark law:  
marks not mentioned in the “progress clause” of the 
constitution, leaving trademarks distinct from copyright 
or patents	


propriété intellectuelle	

In France, copyrights are “intellectual property”; 
trademarks and patents are then grouped together as 
“industrial property.”
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"US" and "UK way" today

registering difference
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coming up
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No assignment — Prepare for Midterm


